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About This Game

Cyberpunk Visual Novel about a girl hacker struggling in a modern World. The story revolves around surveillance, hacking,
artificial intelligence, cybernetic implants and those who want to lead a normal life in a high-tech society.

This is a free part of a series which will comprise of at least another four parts. If you liked Invisible Apartment, than look out
for the upcoming releases and feel free to follow us as we produce them on http://invisibleapartment.com

If you liked Invisible Apartment 1 and would like to get a continuation of the story, than download and install the other chapters
Invisible Apartment 2 & 3 and the prequel Invisible Apartment Zero as DLC.
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Find clues and solve puzzles using science.. Fun Game,
keep making them
I will keep buying them. Someone mashed together tower defense and shoot 'em ups. It's hard not to like. Despite the chaotic
appearance, it's intuitive and immediately fun.. This game is the most offensive rabbit-based fiction I have ever witnessed... I've
never seen bunny rabbits portrayed in such a demeaning and demonising way. Bunnies just want to hop around and twitch their
noses and maybe have a carrot. This game promotes toxic rabbit stereotypes! Everybody knows that bunnies eat carrots, which
improve your eyesight. That's a fact, It's the truth. So why then does the bunny in this video game only see 3 meters in front of
it??? If you're against the perpetuation of anti-rabbit culture, don't play this game!. Literally crashes before it properly opens. A
straight up scam, I'm refunding asap
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Still got a long way to go, but V0.01 looks good and shows lots of potencial! If you buy this , keep in mind its only on early
access... As long as the dev team doesnt give up, this will be a very cool game! I really feel like the Economy system
implementation along with the NPCs will be the real turn point for this game. Game is♥♥♥♥♥ Even for around $2, this game
isn't worth it. I know its new, but it has lots of glitches and bugs and barely anyone plays this game. This game needs more
fixing. 3/10. After playing games like Rimworld, and Kenshi for easily over 1k hours. I have to say that this one shows great
promise and I am currently enjoying what there is to offer for just 13 bucks. No spoilers!

Pros: The combat is very simple and easy to get used to, reminds me a bit of Terraria at times. The animal husbandry and
taming mechanics are really nice. The game feels like it goes at your pace, even with a hunger system. Even without a tutorial,
you can figure things out easily enough without being frustrated. The choice for multiple races and the variety of customization
for your character is surprisingly larger then a lot of RPG's. Almost Rimworld like building, but you actually do it with your
characters own two-floating-hands. The mining and exploration feel very smooth, very enjoyable.

Cons: There doesn't seem to be a lot of choices when it comes to farming at the moment. Some crafting items need to give a bit
more for what you put into it (The 1:1 torch crafting bugs me). Multiplayer not currently being a thing yet. Combat may be
simple but it isn't super action packed like some people like(Its more Stardew valley-ish).

Those are just my thoughts of 8 hours of play so far. I'd recommend it anyone who appreciates a slow meaningful grind, and
base building games. Very serious note though, 13 bucks for what mechanics and content there is right now, with devs actually
communicating what is coming next, having it planned out etc. No reason not to give it a try.

Multiplayer plox! Take your time. ;). this has lots of replay value. Ok, the game is a load of fun. The graphics are cool and it's
fun blowing ships up. That being said as it is now, you will play it 2 or 3 times and never look at it again. As others have said the
A.I. only seems to build frigates. Basically all you need to do is wipe out there main fleet at the start. Which is not hard to do.
Then build 3-4 fleets of a destroyer for subs and the Capitol ship of your choice and choke them off. At the end you will need a
descent fleet because of the airports and ground artilliary but it's not that big a deal.

The first thing I thought of was how cool would it be to have a Star Trek game like this?

I slightly recomend the game but I could just as easily slightly not recomend it because of the replay value. If you have kids that
like playing it I guess you would get more value out of it.. This could run at a decent frame rate on most pcs. It's pretty simple
but still fun. The graphics aren't jaw dropping but they aren't bad I'd say it's a good game if you're looking to kill some time. It
would be nice if it had multiplayer but that's a different story. Overall this game is like 7/10, has a lot of potential. I played this
game like 10 yrs ago and this game is the most buggy, but still i love it. The goodest graphics(not the best), but goodest HOFAM
games.
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